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William Barr’s conﬁrmation to become Attorney General will take place January 15-16,
2019. This article was originally published on December 12, 2018. The serious questions
raised in the piece remain completely unanswered.
Read the author’s previous article on this topic.
Why was Barr chosen, given his shocking and deeply criminal/cover-up kingpin background?
Was Trump duped by Deep State enemies, who have placed another predator into his
administration with the power to destroy his presidency? Or has Trump co-opted and turned
Barr, in the hopes that Barr will do Trump’s bidding? Why would Barr ever turn against his
own Deep State cronies?
Does Trump have a plan? With Barr in place, is Trump signaling to his enemies that “I now
own the Deep State”? Or is Barr the Deep State’s ultimate and ﬁnal weapon against Trump,
who remains surrounded by Bush/Clinton “swamp creatures” such as National Security
Adviser John Bolton, who is one of Barr’s many fellow Iran-Contra co-conspirators, Vice
President Mike Pence (who is in ideal position for a coup against Trump, and remains very
cozy with the Clintons, dozens of Obama appointees that remain in place, and Republican
“Never Trumpers”, all of whom continue to undermine Trump.
Pay careful attention to the conﬁrmation “hearings”. How many of the senators
“questioning” Barr are themselves connected to the Bush/Clinton era criminal operations
that Barr supervised as George H.W. Bush’s attorney general?
Will anyone in Washington, or in the CIA asset-ﬁlled mainstream media, dare bring up IranContra? Will anyone dare detail Barr’s corruption, and his longstanding ties to the
Bush/Clinton network? What about the fact that Barr is best friends with Robert Mueller?
Even the alternative media, including the whistleblowing research-intensive pro-Trump anon
community, has been virtually silent on Barr, despite the fact that his criminal history is
glaringly obvious, lurid, and begging to be exposed.
Rumors abound that slippery Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein is expected to leave
the Justice Department following Barr’s likely conﬁrmation. This further clears the way for
Barr to seize the power to determine the fate of the Mueller probe, the John Huber
(Inspector General) report, FISAgate, Clinton emails, Uranium One, and other key
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investigations.
William Barr could well determine the course of the political war between President Donald
Trump and his enemies, and decide the fate of Donald Trump’s presidency itself.
Read the author’s previous article on this topic.
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